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Parashah Noach - week 2

THERE IS NEW LIFE AFTER A JUDGEMENT
The reading this week are from Genesis 6:9-11:32; Isaiah 54:1-55:5 and Luke 3:23-38; 2
Peter 3:3-14.
SUMMARY
This portion covers the story of Noah, his calling to build the ARK, and his quest to
save his family and the animals. We also cover the judgement of the people and
consider Noah’s role in reaching out to the community.
We will see that man’s sinful nature is described in two different circumstances there will be two different judgements that are executed; we will have to understand
what these differences represent in today’s times.
The portion ends with the events described as the building of the Tower of Babel
and the confusion that reigns thereafter.
The story of Noah and all of the animals together in the Ark for so long has been a
favourite of children through the ages. There is something seemingly impossible to
believe, and man has searched the world for physical evidence of the Ark for decades.
A man from Holland even went so far as to build an Ark to see whether the design and
purpose would be realized. Johan Huibers 1 spent three years building this Ark, and today
some 3000 tourists visit the site daily.
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This life-size Ark gives us an idea of what it possibly was like to live in such a space.
Unfortunately the animals are carved out of wood and plastic, so we are not able to get a
sense of the emotions such as joy, fear and so forth, that would have been experienced by
the family.

A. A PROPHET’S MESSAGE
The story of the Ark remains one of the most prophetic of all incidences described in the
Bible.
Let us describe this model of prophetic significance…
1) The world is corrupt and has strayed far from GOD (YHVH)’s ways.
2) GOD (YHVH) gives mankind a clear warning.
3) Judgment, in this case the flood, comes.
4) The righteous are protected from all of the consequences of the judgment, but live
through the entire process.
5) The righteous once again plant the vine and see the growth as evidence of the
resurrection of the promise.
We will find that this pattern repeats itself over and over again, from the story of the
Exodus, to each of the exiles that will happen in the lifetime of the children of Israel…
Any prophecy that we receive today has to be measured against this pattern… If we
do not find all of these elements then we should be setting up warning signs!
The “Noah story” follows this pattern… The people have strayed to the extent that they
are regarded as corrupt - they have 120 years to see Noah building his Ark, and more than
enough time to repent. The rain starts to fall in the final judgment, Noah and his family live
snugly inside the Ark for the duration of the storm and finally emerge where Noah plants
the vine.

Prophetic action of Resurrection
Noah and his family emerge from the Ark after the long flood. Noah then takes a piece of
vine cutting and plants this into the dried earth.
Genesis 9:20 And Noah began to farm and cultivate the ground and he planted a
vineyard.
As the vine shoots forth its leaves and starts to bear fruit, we see a symbol of the life of
Y’shua, Messiah who dies, is planted into the grave and Who is resurrected into a position
as the Great High Priest in the Order of Melchizedek.
Importantly, it’s Y’shua Himself Who speaks about the vine as a symbol of the sons of
Abraham that are connected to the root system and who therefore bear fruit that looks
exactly like its source.
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John 15:1-17 I am the true Vine, and My Father is the vinedresser. 2 Every branch in Me
that does not bear fruit, He takes away; and every branch that continues to bear fruit, He
[repeatedly] prunes, so that it will bear more fruit [even richer and finer fruit]. 3 You are
already clean because of the word which I have given you [the teachings which I have
discussed with you]. 4 Remain in Me, and I [will remain] in you. Just as no branch can bear
fruit by itself without remaining in the vine, neither can you [bear fruit, producing evidence
of your faith] unless you remain in Me. 5 I am the Vine; you are the branches. The one
who remains in Me and I in him bears much fruit, for [otherwise] apart from Me [that is, cut
off from vital union with Me] you can do nothing. 6 If anyone does not remain in Me, he is
thrown out like a [broken off] branch, and withers and dies; and they gather such branches
and throw them into the fire, and they are burned. 7 If you remain in Me and My words
remain in you [that is, if we are vitally united and My message lives in your heart], ask
whatever you wish and it will be done for you. 8 My Father is glorified and honored by this,
when you bear much fruit, and prove yourselves to be My [true] disciples. 9 I have loved
you just as the Father has loved Me; remain in My love [and do not doubt My love for you].
10 If you keep My commandments and obey My teaching, you will remain in My love, just
as I have kept My Father’s commandments and remain in His love. 11 I have told you
these things so that My joy and delight may be in you, and that your joy may be made full
and complete and overflowing. 12 “This is My commandment, that you love and unselfishly
seek the best for one another, just as I have loved you. 13 No one has greater love [nor
stronger commitment] than to lay down his own life for his friends. 14 You are my friends if
you keep on doing what I command you. 15 I do not call you servants any longer, for the
servant does not know what his master is doing; but I have called you [My] friends,
because I have revealed to you everything that I have heard from My Father. 16 You have
not chosen Me, but I have chosen you and I have appointed and placed and purposefully
planted you, so that you would go and bear fruit and keep on bearing, and that your fruit
will remain and be lasting, so that whatever you ask of the Father in My Name [as My
representative] He may give to you. 17 This [is what] I command you: that you love and
unselfishly seek the best for one another.

Question…

Have you and I planted a prophetic action that declares that the Messiah has been
resurrected through the life journey that we are walking?
We are called to walk in the Messiah’s Footsteps... Every step that we take is either a walk
of obedience or a walk of absolute rebellion.
You and I, by the actions that we take, declare a prophetic message to all who observe our
daily journey. My prayer is that your actions reflect, prophetically, that fact the Messiah is
resurrected!!

B. THE ARK AND THE CALLING TO LOVE YOU NEIGHBOUR
Without doubt the Gospel message is clear... Love GOD (YHVH) ,and Love your
neighbour as yourself. Y’shua Himself teaches this message of reaching out to the
community, in the parable of the Good Samaritan.
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Luke 10:25-27 25 An expert in Torah stood up to try and trap him by asking, “Rabbi, what
should I do to obtain eternal life?” 26 But Yeshua said to him, “What is written in the
Torah? How do you read it?” 27 He answered, “You are to love Adonai your God with
all your heart, with all your soul, with all your strength and with all your
understanding; and your neighbor as yourself.”
Many of us attempt (just like the certain lawyer did, as referred to in the above Scripture) to
define our community as those who think and act like we do. In fact, we fear people who
are different from us, both physically and those who have different belief systems.
Unfortunately the confusion that was created at the time of the tower of Babel, AND the
levels of distrust that come from that, are now confounded by humans acting with violence
to promote their own worldview.
The story ends with the understanding that the neighbour can be ANY human being.
Whilst GOD (YHVH) wants us to see the stranger as a neighbour, anti-semitism, hatred
and so on make most strangers an enemy. This gives us an indication how far we have
deviated from GOD (YHVH)’s pattern.
Interestingly, every time that GOD (YHVH) defines a Feast, He makes sure to add in these
words - “and the stranger in your midst”. Some people will tell you that they do not reject
others. However, consider this as an example... you are in a new town and you have heard
of the “Hebrew Roots movement”, you go to the local Torah group and they only speak
Hebrew. They practice Levitical traditions not mentioned in the Bible... Would you feel a
part of that community?
Luke 10:36-37 36 Of these three, which one seems to you to have become the
‘neighbor’ of the man who fell among robbers?” 37 He answered, “The one who showed
mercy toward him.” Yeshua said to him, “You go and do as he did.”

C. BIBLICAL LEADERSHIP: ABRAHAM VS NOAH
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Over the years people have compared the leadership styles of Abraham and Noah. Both
men have a mission to fulfill. Both men will be successful in the calling. Both men will be
labelled as righteous. And yet there is a difference. Abraham is able to influence the
people where he stayed. Noah on the other hand, is only able to save his family ... So
what would the significance of that be.
Noah teaches us the new life after judgement is an act of grace from GOD (YHVH). We
REFLECT GOD (YHVH)’s Glory in the community that we live in, in the times that we live
in... As long as we are fulfilling our calling we have NO right to judge the “output” of a
lifetime’s work. We do not always fully understand the circumstances, nor the level of
iniquity that is operating in the world at the time. In fact, if you think about it, it’s far easier
to convince others of GOD (YHVH) WHEN THEY SEE MIRACLES IN THE THINGS THAT
MAN UNDERSTANDS.
In Noah’s case, mankind did not know or understand the concept of a flood. If you could
not visualize this, how would you believe it? Let’s bring this into modern day times. Very
few of us have seen what is called a Tsunami. However, after the TV news broadcasts
showing the effects of one such Tsunami, we now all understand the power / force of
nature / sea and water.

The one message that remains hidden for us is this: did Noah warn his community? Did he
reach out to them in a meaningful way so that they could believe? Our walk of obedience
is all that GOD (YHVH) requires. If our walk is one of integrity, reflecting the Godly
benchmark of JUSTICE, COMPASSION AND HUMILITY, then we will have done what
GOD (YHVH) asked us to do. What mankind then chooses to do with the IMAGE of GOD
(YHVH) that we presented to them, is their concern... You and I will be judged on the level
of integrity that we reflected.
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There is new life after this judgement. We see YHVH’s Hand in the blessing that is
revealed:
(a) We find the physical evidence, in the planting of the VINES.

(b) We find spiritual evidence of this in the form of the Dove / Holy Spirit that comes to lead
them out. The evidence of the blessing of life after judgement, is found in the WORDS “be
complete.” GOD (YHVH)’s desire is that we grow from from immature babies to a level of
maturity. We become COMPLETE when we follow GOD (YHVH)’s pattern, whether it be
leaving the land of our birth or building an ARK to enter into a new one. In BOTH cases the
men of GOD (YHVH) “went” on a journey, one by camel, the other by boat... In BOTH
cases the blessing lay in the willingness to dare.

D. THE LIFESTYLE CODE OF VALUES / ETHICS SET BY NOAH
As we move towards the end of the “Noah story”, we find that GOD (YHVH) sets out the
beginnings of what mankind will begin to label as “Commandments”. In the Garden of
Eden YHVH had planted the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. We might feel that
this was the root cause of all problems. In actual fact it was a benchmark of GOD
(YHVH)’s walk of Holiness. You see, GOD (YHVH) understands that mankind needs to
have a moral framework to use as a guideline.
If we are left to our own devices, our corrupt nature will soon write the rules to suit us:
➡ The world will integrate into those who are bigger / stronger, in other words we will
lose our “set apartness” and become indistinguishable from the masses.
➡ We will bully those who are smaller,
➡ Those who are many will attack those who are few.
➡ Integrity, justice, mercy, compassion will have no place in this society.
We have not been able to live to the standard required for reflecting GOD (YHVH)’s
Image. GOD (YHVH) starts to define what the Covenantal boundaries will look like
(remember GOD (YHVH) had yet to choose a single tribe).
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Genesis 9:2-6 The fear and dread of you will be upon every wild animal, every bird in the
air, every creature populating the ground, and all the fish in the sea; they have been
handed over to you. 3 Every moving thing that lives will be food for you; just as I gave you
green plants before, so now I give you everything — 4 only flesh with its life, which is its
blood, you are not to eat. 5 I will certainly demand an accounting for the blood of your
lives: I will demand it from every animal and from every human being.
I will demand from every human being an accounting for the life of his fellow human being.
6 Whoever sheds human blood, by a human being will his own blood be shed; for God
made human beings in his image.
These seven “laws” therefore stand from the beginning of time. They are neither Jewish
nor are they the Church’s .
Do not steal
Do not kill
Do not eat the limb of a living animal
Do not commit sexual immorality
Do not practice idolatry
Do not blaspheme GOD (YHVH)
Do not allow injustice to rule--have a court of law.
To those who would have it that the “law” has been done away with, this passage
becomes a problem... This set of moral codes are the blessing that comes after the
judgement of the world by the flood, and define the way of living that is acceptable to GOD
(YHVH). Be sure, this code does not speak to salvation... It merely sets out the framework
of living within a community.
Notice how very similar these words are to those used by the Apostles during what
became known as the Jerusalem council.
Acts 15:18-21 18 says ADONAI, who is doing these things. All this has been known for
ages. 19 “Therefore, my opinion is that we should not put obstacles in the way of the
Goyim who are turning to God. 20 Instead, we should write them a letter telling them to
abstain from things polluted by idols, from fornication, from what is strangled and from
blood. 21 For from the earliest times, Moshe has had in every city those who proclaim
him, with his words being read in the synagogues every Shabbat.”
NUGGET: It seems strange that the “words” from the days of Noah and the “words”
from Acts (after the resurrection of Y’shua would still be valid if the “law” had indeed
being done away with as people want us to believe.

E. LESSONS FROM THE TOWER OF BABEL
One portion, two judgements. First the earth is wicked beyond measure, secondly,
mankind rebels against GOD (YHVH).
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Genesis 11:4-5 Then they said, “Come, let’s build ourselves a city with a tower that has
its top reaching up into heaven, so that we can make a name for ourselves and not be
scattered all over the earth.” 5 Adonai came down to see the city and the tower the people
were building.
All that separates mankind from the threat of the flood as judgement, is the promise of the
rainbow -- that this form of judgement would never happen again. And so the principle of
EXILE (last seen in the exit from the Garden of Eden) is reestablished as GOD (YHVH)’s
method of judgement.
When Adam / Eve were exiled, they at least had unity between each other and a common
language. This time around, the dimension of EXILE is increased in that there was further
division between people due to language differences. New levels of suspicion and lack of
trust are introduced whenever we humans are placed in positions where we cannot
understand what other people are saying.
Genesis 11:7-8 Come, let’s go down and confuse their language, so that they won’t
understand each other’s speech.” 8 So from there ADONAI scattered them all over the
earth, and they stopped building the city.
You may ask, what blessing arises from this judgement? And to be sure, it seems as if
there are none. However, may I suggest that the fact that the world is broken down into
many different people groups spread all over the world, has resulted in the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit to be manifested in different parts of the world from time to time as a
remnant are found. The simple division into many parts has placed GOD (YHVH) in the
position to reveal Himself as the situation demands. Mankind has also been put into a
position where they can choose their culture / their idols / their value system as a measure
of freedom of choice.
The real blessing is evidenced many years later in an event that we call the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit - in an experience where mankind can once again unite under ONE
language, only this time under the watchful Eye of the Holy Spirit.
Acts 2:1-4 The festival of Shavu‘ot arrived, and the believers all gathered together in one
place. 2 Suddenly there came a sound from the sky like the roar of a violent wind, and it
filled the whole house where they were sitting. 3 Then they saw what looked like tongues
of fire, which separated and came to rest on each one of them. 4 They were all filled with
the Ruach HaKodesh and began to talk in different languages, as the Spirit enabled them
to.

F. NOAH AS END TIME MESSAGE
The prophetic message during Noah’s time is repeated in the Prophets, only this time the
focus of our attention is drawn to the promise - although GOD is angry, and hides Himself,
He still has compassion on us and promises NEVER to leave us.
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Isaiah 54:7-10 “For a brief moment I abandoned
you, But with great compassion and mercy I will
gather you [to Myself again]. 8 “In an outburst of
wrath I hid My face from you for a moment, But with
everlasting kindness I will have compassion on
you,” Says the Lord your Redeemer. 9 “For this is
like the waters of Noah to Me, As I swore [an oath]
that the waters of Noah Would not flood the earth
again; In the same way I have sworn that I will not
be angry with you Nor will I rebuke you. 10 “For the
mountains may be removed and the hills may
shake, But My lovingkindness will not be removed
from you, Nor will My covenant of peace be
shaken,” Says the Lord who has compassion on
you.
Does this mean that we can live lawlessly, claiming His GRACE?
It seems that mankind will be wallowing in the mud of the world.
Luke 17: 26-30 26 And just as it was in the days of Noah, so it will be in the time of [the
second coming of] the Son of Man: 27 the people were eating, they were drinking, they
were marrying, they were being given in marriage, [they were indifferent to God] until the
day that Noah went into the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all. 28 It was the
same as it was in the days of Lot. People were eating, they were drinking, they were
buying, they were selling, they were planting, they were building [carrying on business as
usual, without regard for their sins]; 29 but on the [very] day that Lot left Sodom it rained
fire and brimstone (burning sulfur) from heaven and destroyed them all. 30 It will be just
the same on the day that the Son of Man is revealed.
What should we do?
A son of Abraham should be walking in the footsteps of his great grandfather... just as
Noah was saved by the water of the flood, so too we are saved by the Water (Truth and
Spirit) of the WORD. Recently on a trip to Israel, my wife Amanda and I did a walk up a
WADI near Ein Gedi. At the end of a long hike, on a hot dry day we came to this wonderful
waterfall. We both took turns to stand under the gushing stream of water. The waterfall
was approximately 4-5 meters high, with the result that the water landed on your head with
some force.
The question is, are we prepared to allow YHVH’s Water (Truth and Spirit) to land on us
this way?
1 Peter 3:18-22 18 For indeed Christ died for sins once for all, the Just and Righteous for
the unjust and unrighteous [the Innocent for the guilty] so that He might bring us to God,
having been put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the Spirit; 19 in which He also went
and preached to the spirits now in prison, 20 who once were disobedient, when the great
patience of God was waiting in the days of Noah, during the building of the ark, in which a
few, that is, eight persons [Noah’s family], were brought safely through the water.
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21 Corresponding to that [rescue through the flood], baptism [which is an expression of a
believer’s new life in Christ] now [a]saves you, not by removing dirt from the body, but by
an appeal to God for a good (clear) conscience, [demonstrating what you believe to be
yours] through the resurrection of Jesus Christ, 22 who has gone into heaven and is at the
right hand of God [that is, the place of honor and authority], with [all] angels and authorities
and powers made subservient to Him.
Sons of Abraham should be steadfast in the calling to walk in righteousness. Many start
out with great intentions. The Book of Revelation tells us that it is those who are overcomers that will be rewarded with the White Stone of life...
Revelation 2:17 Those who have ears, let them hear what the Spirit is saying to the
Messianic communities. To him winning the victory I will give some of the hidden man. I
will also give him a white stone, on which is written a new name that nobody knows except
the one receiving it.
The Roman Empire arranged for the slaves to fight as gladiators. In such a tournament,
the over all victor was given the white stone on which was written the Caesar of the day’s
name. This stone guaranteed safety / provision and so on for life. John uses this image to
tell us that we must persevere, we must overcome, we must fight to the end—and then we
will have access to the everlasting “benefits” of the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.
Are we persevering?
2 Peter 3:14 14 So, beloved, since you are looking forward to these things, be diligent and
make every effort to be found by Him [at His return] spotless and blameless, in peace [that
is, inwardly calm with a sense of spiritual well-being and confidence, having lived a life of
obedience to Him].

HAFTORAH
The haftorah portion connects with the idea of Noah---the idea that we role model a Godly
lifestyle. In the verse that follows, we see that we do not need money to buy the value of
the WORD OF GOD. In fact, all you need is to commit to diligent study, and to have a
circumcised heart. Any act of legalism, or lawlessness distracts from GOD (YHVH), while
acts of spiritual relevance to the job of serving in the Tabernacle of Living Stones, are like
Gold.
Isaiah 55:1-3 All you who are thirsty, come to the water! You without money, come, buy,
and eat! Yes, come! Buy wine and milk without money — it’s free! 2 Why spend money for
what isn’t food, your wages for what doesn’t satisfy? Listen carefully to me, and you will
eat well, you will enjoy the fat of the land. 3 Open your ears, and come to me; listen well,
and you will live — I will make an everlasting covenant with you, the grace I assured
David.
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A FINAL THOUGHT.
A call to remember to walk in UNITY
Noah and his family enter the Tabernacle together. However, the men and the women
walk out separately. Any form of division in a relationship, speaks of potential disaster.
A. It is not long before Noah gets drunk and the family unity is destroyed forever.
B. Man’s own ego rises up to think that we can challenge GOD (YHVH) by building the
tower of man’s vanity.
Enter this Shabbat rest, and consider planting your footsteps firmly into the SOURCE of
LIFE, Y’shua Messiah!

“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha.
May YHVH bless you and keep you.
Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour.
Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace.
In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Israel, so that I will
bless them.”
--Numbers 6:24-27

Shalom!!
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